Introduce selves

Matt: Intro to collaboration as subject
-- We’re talking about collaboration!
-- Thrown about a lot
-- Vague term
-- What do we mean?
-- In this session we’re talking about collaboration between institutions on software,
though hopefully some of our lessons could be used for other kinds of collaboration
as well

Matt: Intro to the project
-- We’ll be drawing from our experience working on a piece of software called
reasoncms
-- it’s a content management system that is a shared project of Beloit, Carleton,
Kalamazoo, and Luther.
-- A few other institutions and organizations use it, but we are the core participants in
the project

Melissa: How each school got involved in collaboration
Beloit: We began our search for a new CMS in 2008. We found Drupal, Joomla! and
Wordpress to be solutions that only offered us a portion of what we needed. We
worried about learning curves for site maintainers across campus. We worried about
working with a structure that was geared for business or e-commerce sites. We
worried a lot, until we found this project. We implemented in 2009 with a huge amount
of help from the community. Beloit has one web developer position and one director
position - that’s me - that also supervises videography, social media, special event
coverage and the public access television station in our city. We needed a solution
that was simple enough to be run by one and a quarter people, and complex enough
to meet our user needs. We found both in Reason, and we’ve been thrilled with both
its offerings but especially with the resources that we’ve found within the user group.
Collaborating on this project has helped us in a variety of ways.
Luther: We had a bad experience with a CMS from a vendor who shall not be
named. Not only was it a horrible experience, but also a costly one. When we learned
of the opportunity to join the open source Reason CMS project in 2008, it seemed like
a no-brainer—especially since it was designed for higher ed by folks who also have to
use it. I believe the best software is created by people who actually use it in their
business. Plus, it was a very friendly community. :)
Kalamazoo: like the others, Kalamazoo was in need of aCMS and became interested
in ReasonCMS for very similar reasons Our collaboration really started when ee
realized we couldn't run the software in our windows environment without digging in
and making some changes to the code. We wanted to run it, and so we dug in. Our

Matt: Here’s the van we came in on

Matt: But first, I’m going to talk about...

Matt: Models!

Sadly, not that kind of model. I’m going to talk about an even more exciting kind –
collaboration governance models!

When you initiate a collaborative project, you need to decide how it will be governed.
[i like that you added that we didnt know about this going in - cz]
Do you want open or closed participation? Reason is open source and open
participation, but if we had wanted commercialize it we might have wanted a closed
model where we invited collaborators and only shared the code with them.
Do you want flat or hierarchical decisionmaking? By necessity, Reason started out
hierarchical, since only Carleton was in a position to impact the future of the software.
But once the other schools became fluent and capable of committing resources to the
project, we shifted to a flat process, with each school having an equal say.

Looking at the landscape in higher ed, we see the following types of projects:
●

●
●

●

Owner & contributors (ex: many Drupal modules, common for commercial
entities who open source code but don’t share leadership) This is a
straightforward arrangement, but doesn’t offer many of the benefits of full
collaboration.
Peer community (ex: Reason) In this model institutions contribute the
resources they have available, be it time, expertise, hardware, etc., and
Membership organization (ex: CLAMP-IT) In this model individual institutions
that pay dues that help to support shared resources. Work is still done by
employees of the member schools.
Independent Nonprofit/Foundation (ex: Kuali, Sakai) This model has dues that
support a professional staff employed by the nonprofit and not by any
individual school, and likely some sort of endowment.

We have experience with the first three of these, so we’re concentrating on them in
this presentation.
*should we move this slide closer to the beginning? -cz

(Matt:) Whatever you’re doing, don’t try to do it through the back door. If you’re
wanting to start a collaborative effort, you’ll also need to make sure you have
administrative buy-in. You don’t want to try to internally sell your collaboration *after*
you’ve started it. At Carleton we worked with the appropriate committees and decision
makers to get approval before we started the work of making Reason open-source.
It would be useful if you were able to present these people with a clear picture of the
benefits and challenges to this kind of collaboration.

Carolyn: It just so happens that we have a list of some of the benefits and challenges
that we’ve experienced.
We’ll start with the benefits.

●

The most obvious benefit of collaboration is that we are pooling our resources.
More resources, means more potential for the software. In other words, 8
rock stars is better than 4 rock stars!

Weve found that by collaborating with other higher Ed institutions we benefit from the
fact that we all face similar issues and speak the same language

Software developed outside Higher-ed doesn't always “get it”. Some specific
examples That we've experienced include
Terminology and data structures that make sense in our context
Ease of use by nontechnical users
Flexible features that aren't so flexible so as to become confusing or unwieldy
Access and governance models that are consistent with our reality
A roadmap designed to adapt to our emerging needs

We are all relatively small shops but by working together we get the sense of being
on a larger team. And that has brought benefits
At Kalamazoo, our web services team is just 1.5 fte. Normally that could be pretty
insular. But interacting with the project partners exposes us to practices and
resources and tools that we might not have discovered on our own. We get the
opportunity to kind of learn through osmosis
Luther example: We were able to create a robust athletics website rather than using
an inflexible third-party tool.
We’re also able to leverage each other’s expertise. E.g. Matt is a UX expert, I have
SEO expertise, we have a GitHub expert, a javascript expert, etc.
Beloit example: Where to start? We were able to make video the centerpiece on our
home page, create an innovative Athletics site, build a responsive site - all because of
Reason’s flexibility and power. That flexibility and power exists because of the variety
of contributors to the project. We have also benefited in a huge way from
collaboration with other schools on similar problems. LDAP transition to Active
Directory. Social media integration. SEO functionality. Whatever we’re thinking about,
the other institutions using Reason are probably thinking about it too.
Carleton example: A couple of years ago the lead developer, who worked at

We get our heads examined all the time through our collaborative channels. Which is
to say we regularly get outside perspective on how to approach things is a good thing.
Kind of like HighEdWeb, but all the time, and at a much more detailed level.

one of the most compelling benefits is that we're in the driver’s seat . If we need a
new feature or enhancement, we can check in with other schools to see if it can
benefit others and build it into the roadmap.
Depending on how the community is structured, you’re likely to have a say in where
the collaborative project is headed. What’s important to your school? Participate in
the community process, and it’s likely to get prioritized.

Carolyn: And,finally, like Twister, it’s fun.
Melissa: But it's challenging!

Melissa: There are times when collaboration can put you in an awkward situations.
We don’t always want to confront the places we’re lacking, in structure or in funding,
to our peers/competitors. It’s hard to sit in a room and say - we don’t have anyone
that can help with this project, we’re barely keeping our heads above water as it is!
Staff turnover can also create some real challenges - relationship building is a big part
of collaboration, so losing a team member at any institution can impact the whole
project. But the relationships that have grown as a result of this collaboration have
made it progressively more comfortable to put ourselves out there. As we build trust
between the teams, it’s easier to admit that we need help. Because really...that’s what
it’s all about. We’re collaborating, but we’re also helping each other.

And having no single leader was a transition for all of us, in different ways.
For Carleton, it meant letting go of a project they had developed from scratch allowing others to take lead roles in determining the future of the software they’d
created.
For the rest of us, it meant an adjustment from being a consumer. There is no vendor
setting the course or fixing the issues, If a new feature or a fix is necessary, it’s up to
the collaborative team to find a solution.

Melissa: Resource disparities among institutions
For example, Kalamazoo has a tiny web services team: 1.5 FTE, with about half of
that dedicated to web development of any sort. Limited travel budgets mean they
can’t always attend hackdocs and join the rest of the community in person.
Even for those of us that can attend hackdocs - it can be a challenge. How do you
break up into three potentially very useful strategy sessions, when there are only two
members of your team?
It can often be disheartening, to watch a larger team excel and produce new features,
when you’re struggling to contribute back. But the team mentality on this collaboration
is essential to it’s success. Accepting the disparities between institutions is just par for
the course.

Melissa: Keeping collaboration in priority status
We all have our own internal projects that often take over our lives. E.g. Luther just
launched a new Giving website (but they were able to leverage some work Carleton
had done). Beloit has recently been focused on a large recruitment social media
strategy, that’s pulled some focus away from the project.
Truth is though, if you want the project to keep moving forward, you have to make
time for it. You can’t sit back and wait for the vendor to release updates! -cz

This is the recap we give you to take your photo. Go ahead, do it.

-

-

-

Talk about the role of the steering committee (prioritizing backlog, defining
upcoming releases)
Coding standards and code reviews ensure the software remains robust
The roadmap (dynamic) helps us prioritize our work
We use GitHub for source control and also for project management.
Our Google Group is how we support each other. Great way to get a quick
question answered or get input on a design problem. Note that most issues
are handled through this process. Note: If a school has a bigger project that
requires outside assistance, we also have connections with a few consultants
familiar with Reason CMS.
Google Hangout
We use Google Drive to collaborate on process documents, organize our
meetings, and plan for HighEdWeb presentations. :)
We have recently explored resource exchanges where Luther provided a
resource to Carleton to work on their GitHub setup and Carleton will be
providing guidance when Luther implements the new course catalog module.
Most importantly, we have...

Hack/Doc (this picture was actually taken in the 70’s)
- Borrowed the concept from CLAMP’s Moodle Hack/Docs
- Meet twice a year.
- Keeps us on track – accountability.
- New features are often finished up here.
- We update documentation as needed.
- Steering committee meets to update the roadmap.
- Strengthens community.
- And it’s fun!

Tabita: Finally, we want to share some of the big takeaways each school can offer
about our collaboration.

Takeaways
Luther: Our collaboration allowed us to develop a mobile-responsive design way
ahead of Google’s algorithm changes to penalize non-mobile-friendly websites.

Takeaways
Luther: Contributing to an open-source platform provides a sense of ownership and
accountability. (Can’t blame the software.) Most importantly, it helps us meet strategic
objectives, because we have input into the roadmap and can extend the software as
needed.

Takeaways
Kalamazoo College Participating in this project has been both rewarding and
challenging. We have enjoyed having some degree of control in our CMS. AND We
do appreciate having a safety net- knowing we're not in it alone. The challenge is
keeping the collaboration a priority. It's both a blessing and a curse that this software
is designed to be easily and safely locallycustomized. When time is tight, and for me
thats most of the time, its more expedient to customize locally than to develop a more
general solution.

Beloit: Being a part of the Reason collaboration has often made us feel like we have
more staff than we really do - in a very good way. Being able to call on peer experts at
other schools when we need to has simplified our process, again and again. This
collaboration also gives us people to bounce ideas off of. For small teams like ours,
this can be the only source, aside from conferences like this one, for real connections
with other highedweb professionals.

Matt: We have a couple big takeaways from our experience so far.
First, it is a lot of work to take an internal effort and turn it into a collaborative project.
It took several years of finding partners, getting them up to speed, and providing
infrastructure before we started seeing returns from the initiative, and before we were
able to start the process of truly shifting ownership and leadership to the community.
In many ways it has been a leap of faith. We’re fully aware there was no guarantee
that we would get to where we are today. We had to really trust in the value of the
project and in the other schools who joined us.
Second, we’ve found it to be rewarding in ways we didn’t anticipate. We’ve changed
our internal version control architecture because of what we’ve seen other schools
doing. We’ve stepped back and written general code for others where previously we
would have just solved the specific problem at hand -- and then later thanked
*ourselves* when *we* needed that flexibility. And the deep friendships and working
relationships we’ve built during this long-term collaboration have been their own
reward.

So, we encourage you to start your own collaborative projects, or to get involved with
one of the existing ones out there in higher ed. It will probably feel awkward at first,
and there is definitely a learning curve, but we’ve found it completely worthwhile.

(to co-presenters) Thank you, “dudes,” as Bill Nye would say.
And thank you for coming to our presentation -- we’d love to answer your questions!
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